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Abstract
Accurate office blood pressure measurement remains crucial in the diagnosis and
management of hypertension worldwide, including Latin America (LA). Office blood
pressure (OBP) measurement is still the leading technique in LA for screening and diagnosis of hypertension, monitoring of treatment, and long-term follow-up. Despite
this, due to the increasing awareness of the limitations affecting OBP and to the
accumulating evidence on the importance of ambulatory BP monitoring (ABPM), as
a complement of OBP in the clinical approach to the hypertensive patient, a progressively greater attention has been paid worldwide to the information on daytime
and nighttime BP patterns offered by 24-h ABPM in the diagnostic, prognostic, and
therapeutic management of hypertension. In LA countries, most of the Scientific
Societies of Hypertension and/or Cardiology have issued guidelines for hypertension
care, and most of them include a special section on ABPM. Also, full guidelines on
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ABPM are available. However, despite the available evidence on the advantages of
ABPM for the diagnosis and management of hypertension in LA, availability of ABPM
is often restricted to cities with large population, and access to this technology by
lower-income patients is sometimes limited by its excessive cost. The authors hope
that this document might stimulate health authorities in each LA Country, as well as
in other countries in the world, to regulate ABPM access and to widen the range of
patients able to access the benefits of this technique.

1 | I NTRO D U C TI O N
Accurate office blood pressure measurement remains crucial in the
diagnosis and management of hypertension worldwide, including
Latin America (LA).1,2 Office blood pressure (OBP) measurement
is still the leading technique in LA for screening and diagnosis of
hypertension, monitoring of treatment, and long-term follow-up.
Despite this, due to the increasing awareness of the limitations
affecting OBP and to the accumulating evidence on the importance of ambulatory BP monitoring (ABPM), as a complement of
OBP in the clinical approach to the hypertensive patient, a progressively greater attention has been paid worldwide to the information on daytime and nighttime BP patterns offered by 24-h
ABPM in the diagnostic, prognostic, and therapeutic management
of hypertension.
In LA countries, most of the Scientific Societies of Hypertension
and/or Cardiology have issued guidelines for hypertension care,3-7
and most of them include a special section on ABPM. Also, full
guidelines on ABPM are available.5
However, in LA, the availability of ABPM is often restricted to

Box 1 Evaluation of ABPM data. modified from
Parati et al27 by permission
Definition of daytime and nighttime
• Daytime and nighttime intervals are best defined using
sleeping time reported by individual users’ diary cards
(awake and asleep periods)
• Fixed-narrow time intervals may be applied by discarding
transition periods between daytime and nighttime (eg,
daytime defined as 0900-2100 h and nighttime defined
as 0100-0600 h), provided that there is no daytime sleep
(siesta) during ABPM
Editing and requirements
• Editing is not necessary for calculating average 24-h,
daytime, and nighttime values
• The ABPM should be repeated if the following criteria are
not met
a. 24-h recording with at least 70% of expected
measurements
b. At least 20 valid awake and 7 valid asleep
measurements
c. At least 2 valid daytime and 1 valid nighttime
measurements per hour for research purposes

cities with large population, and access to this technology by lowerincome patients is sometimes limited by its excessive cost.
In the following sections, we will address in detail the available
evidence on the advantages of ABPM for the diagnosis and manage-

conventional OBP technique for the diagnosis and management of

ment of hypertension also in LA.

hypertension has highlighted the superiority of the former over the

We hope that this document might stimulate health authorities

latter approach, which is now acknowledged by all main international

in each LA Country, as well as in other countries in the world, to reg-

guidelines for hypertension management.2,11-13 Most of the advan-

ulate ABPM access and to widen the range of patients able to access

tages of 24-h ABPM come from its ability to provide a large number

the benefits of this technique.

of measurements over the 24 hours and from the possibility to obtain BP measurements in subjects’ daily life, and both during wake-

2 | H I S TO R I C A L PE R S PEC TI V E

fulness and during sleep. This implies, from a practical perspective,
that whenever ABPM is not available or is difficult to access, at least
part of its advantages can nevertheless be obtained either through

The ABPM technique was first described in 1960s by Kain

the use of home BP self-monitoring (recently further improved by the

and colleagues, and was initially based on semi-automated BP

current availability of devices with nocturnal BP monitoring function)

measurements.

8,9

or through an increase in the number of automated readings which

First devices were cumbersome8; but progress in technology

can be obtained by repeating BP measurements both within visits

has made currently available ambulatory monitors smaller, lighter,

and over repeated visits, and then averaged.14,15 However, even in

and minimally noisy, with most of them fully automated and using

developed countries the use of ABPM is at present still recommended

the oscillometric technique. The use of modern validated ABPM de-

in selected cases only, although indications for ABPM are becoming

vices thus allows BP to be reliably monitored for 24 hours or longer

progressively wider, based on the evidence that a larger use of ABPM

while patients attend their usual daily activities.10 Nowadays, the

could contribute to reduce health care cost, prevent cardiovascular

large amount of evidence supporting ABPM advantages over the

events, and be life-saving.16,17
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3 | G E N E R A L CO N S I D E R ATI O N S

3.2.2 | Recommended schedule for ABPM

3.1 | Why is ABPM superior to conventional BP
measurement?

For the reasons exposed above, ABPM must be performed over
24 hours and should include both daytime and nighttime periods. 26,27 One simple and popular method for identifying day-

OBP measurements are widely available and have an acceptable perfor-

time and nighttime subperiods is to assess the time of awakening

mance for clinical practice, mainly when obtained through automated

and sleeping from diary card entries. Another method is to use a

and validated oscillometric devices. However, we should be aware that

fixed-narrow time interval approach. According to this approach,

OBP values are characterized by great variability, due both to a ran-

nighttime and daytime are defined by removing blood pressure

dom error that affects casual readings and a systematic error in rela-

measurement performed during the transitional phases between

tion to the patient alert reaction, known as “white coat phenomenon.”

day and night in the evening and between night and day in the

Furthermore, OBP readings do not provide information about BP dur-

morning. The interval between readings should not be longer than

ing a subject's usual activities, including nighttime sleep, or over pro-

60 minutes and ideally shorter than 30 minutes. 27-29 It is recom-

longed observation periods. ABPM overcomes all these limitations of

mended to identify the recording times without measurements, and

OBP and has a stronger association with target organ damage18 and

when their duration is 2 hours or longer, this should be reported

cardiovascular prognosis.19

as major limitation of an ABPM tracing, requiring repetition of the
examination. To avoid losing prognostic accuracy when reporting

3.2 | Recommendations for ABPM use in
clinical practice
3.2.1 | Frequency and timing

AASI and ARV or other BPV indices, it is recommended to have at
least 35 and 48 readings, respectively.
Currently available ABPM guidelines by the European Society
of Hypertension (ESH) Working Group on BP monitoring and cardiovascular variability27-30 recommend to consider as acceptable a
minimum number of 20 valid daytime (awake) measurements and 7

Outcome-based approach

measurements at night (asleep), based on the requirement to have at

Two recent publications analyzed the reliability of the number of

least 70% of measurements being obtained at least every 30 min, or

ABPM recordings to determine the Ambulatory Arterial Stiffness

more frequently, throughout the entire 24-h period (Box 1). 27

Index (AASI), the pulse pressure (PP), and the reading-to-reading BP
variability based on outcome. 20,21 Excluding up to 16 readings from
recordings reduced the discordance of AASI, but not PP variability

3.2.3 | Diagnostic and therapeutic thresholds

over repeated recordings. Taking readings at fixed 1- or 2-hour intervals along the recording significantly affected the concordance

We did not find new evidence proposing different cut-off thresholds

of both AASI and PP variability estimates. In terms of outcome (car-

for ABPM since the last ESH ABPM position paper was published

diovascular mortality), AASI lost its prognostic significance when

in 2013. 28 We support that it is necessary to move from thresholds

the number of randomly excluded readings increased from 8 to 16

based on statistical evidence to outcome-driven thresholds. Based

or when the interval between readings was 1 hour or longer. While

on a 10-year cardiovascular risk equivalent to the risk obtained with

PP variability did not predict cardiovascular mortality, the predictive

office blood pressure measurement, suggested thresholds for ABPM

accuracy of AASI for cardiovascular mortality was affected when

were 131/79 mmHg for 24-hour, 138/86 mmHg for daytime, and

the number of readings was lower than 35. Using the Average Real

120/71 mmHg for nighttime blood pressure31 substantially sup-

Variability index (ARV) to determine the reading-to-reading BP vari-

porting the current indications provided by ESH guidelines, that

ability, a minimum of 48 readings allowed an accurate assessment

is, 130/80 mmHg for 24 hours, 135/85 mmHg for daytime, and

of cardiovascular risk. 21 There is, however, no published evidence

120/70 mmHg for nighttime32,33 (Table 1).

supporting a minimum number of readings based on outcome to determine the blood pressure mean and variability levels derived from
ABPM.

3.3 | Cost-effectiveness of ABPM

Clinical approach

As reported in the 2013 ESH Working Group ABPM guidelines, ABPM

There is no new evidence in this field. The evidence from the pio-

may allow health care costs reduction by identifying individuals with

neering works of Di Rienzo22 and Thijs23,24 is still the main refer-

white coat hypertension who, when at low cardiovascular risk, may not

ences supporting the frequency and timing of ABPM. Some evidence

require pharmacological treatment despite an OBP elevation. ABPM

on the number of ambulatory BP readings required for reliable as-

is indeed the most effective technique for identifying white coat hy-

sessment of ambulatory BP levels was also provided by the IDACO

pertension, which may be present in as many as 20% of people who

group. 25

appear to have isolated office BP elevation, and these patients may

4
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avoid years of unnecessary and expensive drug treatment, which is
often not free from side effects. They may also avoid being penalized
unnecessarily because of health insurance or employment-related issues when erroneously diagnosed as having “hypertension”.34 The
cost-effectiveness of identifying white coat hypertension through
ABPM is related to the fact that the cost of care for hypertension is
largely dominated by the cost of cardiovascular complications occur-

TA B L E 1 ABPM-based hypertension diagnostic thresholds.
Modified by permission from Parati et al (27)
Blood pressure

Systolic (mmHg)

Diastolic (mmHg)

24-hour average

≥130

≥ 80

Daytime average

≥ 135

≥85

Nighttime average

≥ 120

≥ 70

ring in the long term, and by the cost for drug treatment, rather than
by the cost of doctors’ visits and of diagnostic investigations. This is of

a high rate of uncontrolled hypertension in LA due to poor ad-

importance in LA for the limited resources available for health care,

herence to prescribed treatment. 39 It is motivated by social and

which require a long-term acceptable cost-effectiveness ratio for any

economic factors in most of these countries. In such a context,

approach proposed for hypertension management.33-35 When assess-

it should be acknowledged that ABPM and home blood pressure

ing the cost-effectiveness of ABPM,33,35,36 in particular in LA where its

monitoring (HBPM) 40 may help to evaluate the effectiveness of

use is only allowed in large cities and in some countries, the potential

hypertension treatment and may help achieving a better hyper-

of this technique not only to improve the diagnosis and management

tension control.41,42

of hypertension, but also as a means of ensuring implementation of a

It is accepted that ABPM can also identify individuals with nor-

more effective control of hypertension at community level should be

mal BP in the office but elevated BP levels in daily life (“masked

taken into consideration (Box 2).

hypertension”), a condition that has been shown to carry the same

ABPM is indeed superior to other BP measurement techniques

adverse prognosis as sustained arterial hypertension, that is, a con-

in demonstrating the efficacy of antihypertensive drugs and the

dition characterized by a BP elevation both in the clinic and in daily

achievement of 24-h coverage. 28,37

life (Figure 1).16,27,28

Adjustment of antihypertensive therapy according to ABPM

A number of studies have analyzed the cost-benefit aspects of

rather than office BP measurements has been shown to result in

ABPM. Krakoff has shown potential savings of 3-14% for cost of care

less antihypertensive medications being prescribed without com-

for hypertension and 10-23% reduction in treatment days when ABPM

promising target organ involvement. It has also been shown that,

was incorporated into the diagnostic process.43 On an annual basis,

in patients on treatment with BP-lowering drugs, ABPM was a

the cost of ABPM would be less than 10% of treatment costs. Other

better predictor of cardiovascular outcome than office BP. 27,28,37

cost-benefit analyses have shown that ABPM is most cost-effective

Reduction in office BP over time due to a progressive reduction in

for the diagnosis and management of newly diagnosed hypertension.

the white coat effect, especially in elderly patients, who are char-

As the cost of ABPM and that of hypertension management dif-

acterized by a greater BP variability, may be, in fact, erroneously

fer greatly from country to country and is dependent on the method

attributed to a BP-lowering effect of antihypertensive treatment

of health care delivery, the cost-effectiveness of ABPM may need to

when ABPM is not used to assess treatment efficacy. 38 There is

be evaluated at a national level.

Box 2 Advantages of ABPM. adapted from Parati et
al 27 by permission

3.4 | Advantages and Limitations of ABPM

• Provides much larger number of readings

available BP measurement techniques (Table 2).

• Provides highly reproducible average 24-h, daytime, and
nighttime values
• Identifies white coat and masked hypertension phenomena in untreated and treated individuals
• Provides a profile of BP behavior in the individual's usual
daily environment
• Demonstrated nocturnal hypertension and dipping
patterns
• Assesses BP variability over the 24-h period
• Assesses

the

24-h

efficacy

of

antihypertensive

medication
• Detect excessive BP-lowering during 24h
• Is a much stronger predictor of cardiovascular morbidity
and mortality.

As it was described earlier, ABPM has many advantages over other
Despite these advantages, also ABPM faces a number of possible
difficulties in its application (Box 3).
They include its limited availability, the fact that a number of measurements are taken when the patient is “sedentary” rather than “ambulatory,” the possibility of inaccurate readings during activity and the
inability to easily identify possibly artifactual measurements, and, finally, the fact that ABPM may cause discomfort, particularly during the
night, interfering with sleep patterns and resulting in resistance from
some patients to having ABPM repetition during follow-up.27

4 | D E V I C E S A N D S O F T WA R E
An accurate device is a fundamental requirement for all BP measurements; if the device used to measure BP is inaccurate, then any
discussion on methodological details becomes irrelevant. It is acknowledged that the accuracy of BP-measuring devices should not
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F I G U R E 1 Different blood pressure phenotypes in treated and untreated hypertensives, respectively, defined by comparing office and
out-of-office BP measurements. Reproduced from Parati et al 96 by permission
be based solely on claims from manufacturers, which can at times

perform. The BHS protocol also requires an in-use (field) assess-

be somewhat misleading, but should rather rely on independent

ment of ambulatory monitors 45 The International Organization for

validation using an established protocol with the results published in

Standardization (ISO) protocol also requires additional clinical vali-

peer-reviewed journals. The most popular validation protocol is the

dation in 35 patients in standardized conditions of physical activity

29

(after exercise on a bicycle ergometer or treadmill to increase heart

and a recent review44 showed that from the publication of the first

rate by 10-20%).46 In the attempt to standardize the approach to

version of the ESH-IP in 2002 until June 2010, 48 studies of device

validation of BP-measuring devices, an international protocol jointly

accuracy have been reported using the British Hypertension Society

prepared and approved by ISO, AAMI, and ESH is currently being

European Society of Hypertension International Protocol (ESH-IP),

(BHS) protocol,
ESH-IP 2010.

30

45

38 using the AAMI standard, and 104 using the

Thus, it seems that the ESH-IP succeeded in expand-

ing by 3-fold to 4-fold the use of validation procedures worldwide
compared with the period before its publication. The availability of
the ESH-IP

30,44

developed.47

4.1 | Choosing an ABPM device

in an online version will further facilitate the valida-

tion of ABPM devices.

One important issue in LA is that each country has national regulatory

Since the time when the ESH-IP 29 was first published, there

agencies for validation of medical devices, a situation which may more

has been an improvement in the performance of the oscillometric

easily allow non-validated devices to be available in the market. A uni-

devices for BP measurement, but protocol violations and misre-

form policy across LA countries, incorporating the same international

porting have been particularly common, suggesting that there is

protocol, may contribute to reduce the presence in the market of inac-

a need for stricter standardization for conducting and reporting

curate BP monitors, thus improving the precision of BP measurements.

a validation study. The revised version of the ESH-IP 30 protocol
applied tighter validation criteria for the pass level, and the application of these more stringent criteria is expected to double the

4.1.1 | Selecting an accurate device

validation failure rate allowing more accurate devices to enter the
market.

In LA, several types of ABPM devices are in use. However, some

The AAMI protocol requires additional testing for ABPM de-

of them are not validated according to the international protocols.

vices in 85 patients in the supine, seated, and standing positions,

A list of validated devices should be available on the Web site of

and stipulates that three devices should be assessed in ambula-

National LA Hypertension Societies, to facilitate a proper choice

tory conditions, all of which would be very difficult and costly to

by clinicians.
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TA B L E 2

Comparison of features of main methods for blood pressure measurement
OBP

AOBP

ABPM

HBPM

Approx. no. of readings

2-3

3-6

50-100

10-30a

Operator dependency

Yes

No

No

No

Reproducibility

Poor

Better than OBP

Good

Good

White coat effect

Yes

No

No

No

Patient training

No

No

Limited

Required

Patients’ acceptance

Good

Good

Sometimes poor

Usually good

Improvement in patient
involvement and
adherence

No

No

No

Yes

Nighttime blood pressure

No

No

Yes

Nob

Outcome evidence

+++

+

+++

++

Hypertension diagnosis
thresholds (mmHg)

140/90

130-135/85

24 h: 130/80
Day: 135/85
Night: 120/70

135/85

Monitoring of treatment

During visits

During visits

Good for 24-h effects

Good for long-term monitoring,
some insight in 24-h effects

Cost

Low

Low

High

Low

Note: ABPM, ambulatory blood pressure monitoring; AOBP, automated office blood pressure; HBPM, home blood pressure monitoring; OBP, office
blood pressure. Modified from Parati G et al 40 by permission.
a

With a standard protocol of few days’ monitoring.

b

Nighttime measurements implemented in some models.

not been performed. This limitation applies also to other methods

Box 3 Limitations of ABPM. modified from
permission

27

by

of BP measurement, such as home and office measurements. The
validation status of ABPM devices in different populations can be
checked on dedicated Web sites (eg, the Web site of the British and

• Limited availability

Irish Hypertension Society and the recently created STRIDE-BP.

• The provision of a number of intermittent measure-

org Web site: https://www.stridebp.org/bp-monitors). Although

ments during which the patient is sedentary rather

specific validation studies of ABPM devices in these special pop-

than "ambulatory," whenever subjects’ behavior is not

ulations are desirable in the future, at present devices that have

standardized

been validated in the general hypertensive population can be used

• The possibility of inaccurate readings during activity and

so that high-risk patients are not denied the benefit of ABPM.

the inability to detect possibly artifactual measurements
• May cause discomfort, particularly during the night, interfering with sleep patterns and resulting in resistance

4.2 | Software for ABPM data analysis

from some patients to having ABPM repetition during
follow-up

Recommendations on procedures for ABPM use tend to focus on
the accuracy of BP measurements provided by any given device,
with little attention being paid to presentation and analysis of ABPM

4.1.2 | Validation requirements for ABPM devices in
special populations

data, which may make translating the results of an ABPM into clinical practice decisions a more difficult task for physicians due to the
considerable amount of data provided by ABPM reports currently
made available from companies proprietary software. Therefore, in

Separate validation is required in specific populations, such as

daily practice, only a one-page report, including basic data such as

children and adolescents, pregnant women, and the elderly, and

average 24-h, daytime, and nighttime values, the individual read-

in certain diseases, such as obesity and arrhythmias.48 Patients

ings for a direct accuracy check and a graphic plot showing the 24-h

with arrhythmias, children, the elderly, and pregnant women pre-

BP values distribution might be enough, whereas for research pur-

sent special challenges for the validation of oscillometric ABPM

poses more details on the 24-h profile and other indices may be re-

devices. However, although ABPM devices are used frequently in

quired. An additional problem can arise from the calculation of 24-h

these patient populations, specific validation studies have often

average BP values that are not weighted for the different number

|
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of hourly measurements during daytime and nighttime; weighted

24-h ABPM data and, in addition, a number of parameters de-

hourly BP values have indeed been shown to be more reliable than

rived from pulse waveform analysis, including pulse wave velocity

calculations based on the average of all individual readings.49

and central BP estimates. Further studies are needed, however,

The use of ABPM in clinical practice can be facilitated by standardizing the graphic presentation of ABPM data, so that the presen-

to demonstrate the validity and clinical usefulness of these
parameters.

tation of data is independent of the type of ABPM monitor used and

The interest in the use of devices with the availability of central/

the user is not required to become familiar with a variety of different

aortic blood pressure measurement assumes that the evaluation of

programs. Standardization also facilitates the interchange of ABPM

these hemodynamic parameters non-invasively may improve pa-

recordings between databases, such as hospitals and primary care

tients’ diagnostic and prognostic assessment.

practices. Moreover, if ABPM software programs provide a printed

An increasing number of these devices are being available, using

report of the standardized ABPM data with a validated interpretative

different methodologies for central blood pressure estimation. Their

report, doctors and nurses unfamiliar with the technique are assisted

validation, however, was in most cases obtained only in laboratory

in learning the variety of patterns generated by ABPM, and because

conditions, so that their actual accuracy in an ambulatory setting still

an individualized physician report is not a requirement in most cases,

remains a pending issue. For these reasons, and for lack of clinical

the cost of ABPM performance in daily practice could be reduced.50

data on the actual diagnostic and prognostic value ambulatory central BP and PWV, these parameters should be considered for the
present time only for research applications, and not used for making

4.2.1 | Software requirements

clinical decisions.
A recent meta-analysis of validation studies of commercial de-

A standardized single-page report should be provided by all types

vices for non-invasive estimation of aortic BP has provided the fol-

of monitors. This request was originally raised by the ESH and later

lowing conclusions:

supported by other scientific societies in LA.

27,51

The software should display the raw BP and heart rate (HR) data

1. There is a major discrepancy in the methodologies used by

and summary statistics for these parameters during 24 h, daytime,

these devices to estimate central BP; thus, a consensus is

and nighttime separately. A plot of all BP and HR readings taken

needed for their standardization.

during the 24-h period is also mandatory. The plot should indicate

2. The estimation of aortic SBP by the currently available de-

individual's awake and asleep time intervals and normality bands

vices seems to be accurate, but only at rest, when the devices

for diurnal and nocturnal periods. Finally, a short interpretative re-

were calibrated using invasive intra-arterial BP measurements

port automatically generated, with the possibility of manual editing,

and when comparing invasive and non-invasive waveforms, by

would be desirable.

considering the first 6 to 10 harmonics of the pulse waveforms
recorded.

4.2.2 | Indices derived from ABPM recordings

3. For the estimation of pulse wave velocity, which is considered a
more solid index of organ damage with some prognostic implications, more information about the algorithms used is required.

Main parameters for clinical decisions are the 24-h, daytime, and

The state of the art methodology for PWV assessment is still

nighttime BP and HR averages. Those parameters should be always

currently the approach based on tonometric detection of pulse

included and highlighted in all ABPM r eports.52

waveforms in standardized conditions at rest.

Other indices derived from ABPM are still restricted for research

4. Information on central BP could be useful for the evaluation of

and cannot yet be recommended to derive clinical decisions in in-

systolic hypertension in young, although most of the current evi-

dividual patients. These additional indices include short-term BP

dence in this regard has been obtained with the tonometric ap-

variability indices (24h, daytime, and nighttime SD, weighted-24-h

proach in a laboratory setting. More studies are still needed to

SD, and ARV); circadian BP variability indices (night-to-day BP ratio,

further validate the ambulatory central BP assessment provided

nighttime % BP dipping, and morning surge BP parameters); ambu-

by novel ABPM devices equipped with this function.

latory arterial stiffness index (AASI); area under the curve calculations; BP load parameters; rate-pressure product; cusum statistics,
trough and peak levels; and smoothness index.

27,28

A consensus paper has recently been published on how such validation should be performed.53
Recent evidence emphasizes the limitations of the algorithmic

4.2.3 | New Devices for Ambulatory blood pressure
monitoring and central blood pressure estimation

approach used by these ABPM devices in measuring central BP and
PWV, because in some devices the algorithmic estimate of PWV is
only based on squared age values and arm cuff systolic BP and is not
really measured, thus being unable to pick-up alterations in aortic

A few 24-h oscillometric ABPM monitors use specific algorithms

wall properties in specific types of patients, for example, in Marfan's

and software for pulse wave analysis. They offer the conventional

syndrome patients.54,55
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5 | A B PM PRO C E D U R E S
5.1 | Training requirements

5.4 | Identification of daytime and nighttime
periods and editing ABPM data
As mentioned above, the identification of daytime and nighttime pe-

Before prescribing an ABPM, we should assess whether the

riods should be based on the patient's diary card. Whenever this is

patient will be capable of understanding the procedure, thus

not possible, adoption of criteria based on narrow-fixed time inter-

contributing to the accuracy of readings. Before starting the re-

vals, which exclude the measurements taken in the transition phase

cording, patients should receive specific instructions, as detailed

between sleep and wakefulness, may also provide reliable data.

in paragraph 5.3.

Editing ABPM data should be avoided as much as possible. However,
clearly artifactual readings should be identified, as suggested in the

5.2 | Fitting an ABP monitor
Preferably, ABPM should be performed on a working day to assess
the patient's out-of-office blood pressure in usual daily conditions.

ESH guidelines. 27,28

5.5 | Conditions in which ABPM may be difficult
to perform

ABP monitor programming includes entering patient details, programming frequency of measurement (every 15-30 min) separately

These conditions include obesity, arm amputations, skin injuries

for daytime and nighttime, and inactivating display of measurements

or burns, patients under hemodialysis with previous arteriovenous

during the recording to avoid excessive anxiety. Avoidance of sounds

fistulae, patients with severe parkinsonism or neurologic lesion,

alerting the beginning of measurements is recommended at least

marked arterial stiffness and calcification, and women with arm

during nighttime.

lymphedema, resulting from breast cancer surgery or other causes.

The sequence of fitting the ABP monitor includes selecting an
appropriate cuff according to standard recommendations (the cuff
should encircle 80-100% of arm circumference), and placing the cuff
on the non-dominant arm, with the tube passing upwards around
patient's neck to be connected to the monitor on the waist.

6 | C LI N I C A L I N D I C ATI O N S FO R A B PM
6.1 | Role of ABPM in the diagnosis of hypertension

Finally, a trial measurement should be performed before the patient leaves the clinic, to check whether the device is properly work-

The most well-established indication for using ABPM is to identify

ing and to familiarize the patient with the monitor. 27,28

white coat and masked hypertension (see definition below) and to
describe alterations in 24-h BP profiles (Table 3).

5.3 | Instructions to patient

6.1.1 | White coat phenomena

These instructions have been detailed in the 2014 ESH Practice
Guidelines paper. 27 In particular, patients should be instructed

White coat hypertension

to deal with what they are expected to do during a 24-h ABP

White coat hypertension (WCH), also referred as isolated clinic

recording. Patients should keep a diary card, reporting major

hypertension, is defined in untreated patients by an elevated

events occurring during the recording time, and writing down the

BP at doctor's office (SBP ≥ 140/DBP ≥ 90 mmHg) associated

name, dose, and time of administration of each prescribed drug,

with normal BP during usual daily activities (daytime SBP < 135/

the sleeping and awakening times, time of main meals, and also

DBP < 85 mmHg). During the last years, in order to incorporate

a short description of any unusual activity and of any symptoms

the prognostic value of nighttime BP, the 24-h BP threshold

that might occur.

(SBP < 130/DBP < 80 mmHg) was also accepted for this diagno-

Patient should be also instructed to follow their usual daily

sis. 27,28 Indeed, considering normal ambulatory BP during all in-

activities, but to remain still and to keep the arm hanging down

terval periods (ie, daytime, nighttime, and 24 h) as reference value

along the body each time the cuff starts inflation during the

improves cardiovascular risk prediction in white coat hyperten-

measurements. Patients should also be warned to avoid taking

sion. 56 The magnitude of the cardiovascular risk associated with

a shower and immersion baths during the recording time while

WCH is small, and its clinical significance has been long debated.

wearing the device, which should not be removed either for such

Results from the PAMELA study indicates in WCH a higher prev-

purposes. Instructions to the patient on how to reposition the

alence of metabolic alterations and a higher risk of developing

cuff in case of cuff displacement should also be provided. Finally,

sustained hypertension during follow-up. 57 On the other hand, a

the patient should be instructed to turn the device off in case of

recent publication found that CVD risk in most persons with WCH

malfunction.

is comparable to age- and risk-adjusted normotensive control

|
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TA B L E 3 Clinical indications for ABPM. Modified from Parati et
al 27 by permission

9

levels.61,63 Finally, hypertensive subjects under drug treatment presenting marked white coat effect and normal ambulatory BP should
be considered as having “uncontrolled white coat hypertension”.64,65

Compelling Indications
Identifying White Coat Hypertension Phenomena
• White coat hypertension in untreated individuals
• White coat effect in treated or untreated individuals
• False resistant hypertension due to white coat effect in treated
individuals

6.1.2 | Masked phenomena
Masked hypertension

Identifying Masked Hypertension Phenomena

Masked hypertension (MHT) characterizes untreated individuals

• Masked hypertension in untreated individuals
• Masked uncontrolled hypertension in treated individuals

with elevated ambulatory BP but normal office BP. 66 The clas-

Identifying Abnormal 24-h BP Patterns

for hypertension (SBP < 140/DBP < 90 mmHg) and ambulatory

•
•
•
•

daytime BP over the thresholds for hypertension (SBP ≥ 135/

Day-time hypertension
Siesta dipping/post-pandrial hypotension
Nocturnal hypertension
Dipping status/isolated nocturnal hypertension

DBP ≥ 85 mmHg). However, for the reasons exposed for WCH
the definition was extended to ambulatory 24-h thresholds
(SBP ≥ 130/DBP ≥ 80 mmHg), in order to include also nocturnal

Assessment of Treatment

BP. 67 However, a recent publication shows that considering ad-

• Assessing 24-h BP control
• Identifying true resistant hypertension

ditional interval periods than daytime (ie, nighttime and/or 24 h)
does not improve cardiovascular risk prediction of masked hyper-

Additional Indications
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

sic definition of MHT combines office BP under the thresholds

tension. 26 The prevalence of masked hypertension ranges from

Assessing morning hypertension and morning BP surge
Screening and follow up of obstructive sleep apnea
Assessing increased BP variability
Assessing hypertension in children and adolescents
Assessing hypertension in pregnancy
Assessing hypertension in the elderly
Assessing hypertension in high-risk patients
Identifying ambulatory hypotension
Identifying BP patterns in Parkinson’s disease
Assessing endocrine hypertension

10% to 30% of individuals, and this proportion is higher in special
populations such as adolescents, overweight and obese individuals, and patients with chronic kidney disease. A recent study in
healthy employees highlighted ambulatory BP exceeding office
BP by more than 10 mmHg much more frequently than office BP
exceeded ambulatory BP.16 Furthermore, the cardiovascular risk
attained with masked hypertension is equivalent to the risk associated with sustained hypertension. 33,68

Masked uncontrolled hypertension
subjects. 58 Recent 2018 ESH Hypertension Guidelines have em-

In a patient receiving BP-lowering drugs, the hypertensive status is

phasized that the occurrence of an increased risk of cardiovascular

evident; therefore, this patient cannot be defined as “masked hyper-

complications in white coat hypertension is not negligible. 59

tensive.” Masked uncontrolled hypertension is the situation defined
by the presence of controlled office BP (SBP < 140/DBP < 90mmHg)

White coat effect

and uncontrolled ambulatory BP (daytime SBP ≥ 135/DBP ≥ 85 mmHg

The transient BP rise associated with the presence of a doctor in

or 24-h SBP ≥ 130/DBP ≥ 80 mmHg) in treated patients. In patients

the office was defined as “white coat effect”,60 and could lead to

with masked uncontrolled HT, antihypertensive treatment should be

60,61

The best assess-

optimized to reach BP control throughout the 24-h period, aimed at

ment of a WCE should be obtained by directly assessing beat by

preventing the cardiovascular consequences of uncontrolled hyper-

beat BP changes during as compared to before a doctor's visit.60

tension.16,59,64 This recommendation, however, is only based on obser-

Conventionally, however, a surrogate definition of WCE is employed,

vational studies and experts’ opinion, in the absence of intervention

based on the difference between office and out-of-office (usually

controlled trials specifically addressing this issue.59 The ongoing mas-

awake) BP levels. Patients with an office BP of at least 20mmHg sys-

ter study might help clarifying this issue.69

an overestimation of BP in many subjects.

tolic and/or 10mmHg diastolic higher than the awake ambulatory BP
have been designated as having a “clinically important” white coat
effect according to this indirect approach.62 WCH is commonly con-

6.1.3 | Abnormal 24-h blood pressure patterns

sidered as a consequence of the white coat effect. The most common
finding is the observation of patients with mild office hypertension,

Abnormal BP patterns include deviations from the normal circadian

slightly higher than a normal ambulatory blood pressure (ie, with

pattern of BP, including daytime hypertension; altered siesta dipping/

a small WCE).

63

However, there are situations in which the white

post-prandial hypotension; nocturnal hypertension; reduced dipping,

coat effect does not configure WCH. As an example, patients with

non-dipping; extreme dipping and rising; morning hypertension and

sustained hypertension may have a marked “white coat effect” with

enhanced morning BP surge; and an increase in short-term BP variabil-

high clinic BP also associated with higher than normal ambulatory BP

ity.70 Main characteristics of these patterns are summarized in Box 4.

10
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Obstructive sleep apnea

adjustment of antihypertensive treatment based on either ABPM

The prevalence of hypertension ranges from 35% to 80% in OSA

or clinic BP measurement resulted in less-intensive drug treatment

patients and appears to be influenced by the severity of OSA.

in patients managed with ABPM despite comparable BP control in

Patients with respiratory disease tend to be hypertensive, and up

both groups. Furthermore, left ventricular mass was not increased

to 40% of hypertensive patients are diagnosed with OSA, with this

in patients managed through ABPM, even though they received

prevalence being as high as 85% in patients with resistant hyper-

less antihypertensive medications.78 ABPM also provides a better

tension.

71,72

There are several reasons why ABPM is useful in this

assessment of the response to treatment than clinic BP does; the

population: Many patients have multiple risk factors and, therefore,

efficacy of treatment can be ascertained without interference by

require a particularly accurate diagnosis of hypertension and evalu-

the white coat effect, and the duration of BP control over the 24-h

ation of BP control; the prevalence of drug-resistant hypertension

period and the consequences of missed doses on BP can be dem-

is high, often requiring complex treatment regimens to achieve ad-

onstrated. Furthermore, an excessive drug effect can be identified

equate 24-h BP control; and the prevalence of a nocturnal non-

and linked with the occurrence of corresponding symptoms.

dipper or riser profile is common and it may be possible to improve
nocturnal reduction in BP and achieve normalization of circadian
BP profile with antihypertensive treatment combined with effec-

6.2.2 | Resistant hypertension

tive continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) ventilation.73
The recommendation to use out-of-office BP measurements in re-

6.2 | Assessment of treatment

sistant hypertension is based on the evidence that ABPM gives better prognostic information than office measurement.64,79,80 Thus,
the observation of persistently elevated office BP values in treated

ABPM has been used to assess the effects of therapeutic strategies

hypertensives taking 3 drugs at full doses including a diuretic is not

on reducing nocturnal BP, and there is some evidence suggesting that

enough to conclude for the occurrence of resistant hypertension,

administration of antihypertensive drugs in the evening rather than in

in the absence of the accompanying elevation of home or ambula-

the morning may restore normal nocturnal dipping, thus contributing

tory BP levels. One study showed that in patients with resistant hy-

to a reduction in cardiovascular risk, but these results need to be con-

pertension, with or without a previous cardiovascular event, ABPM

firmed by further trials. Treatment effects on short-term BP variability

was an independent marker of risk for new cardiovascular events,

may also be assessed, through the calculation of various ABPM indices,

suggesting that ABPM was useful in stratifying the risk in patients

aimed at quantifying the persistence and homogeneity of BP reduction

with resistant hypertension.81 Two studies79,80 have confirmed these

by antihypertensive drugs.74,75 Visit-to-visit office and ambulatory BP

results and reinforced the superiority of ABPM over office BP for

variability, which predict cardiovascular outcomes, may also provide a

stratifying risk. Also, home BP monitoring may be useful in identify-

means to assess drug treatment efficacy.

ing patients with “true-resistant” and “false-resistant” hypertension,
although this approach at present cannot provide information on

6.2.1 | Assessing efficacy of blood pressure control
ABPM may be useful in the management of hypertensive patients

nighttime BP.80,82

6.3 | Hypertension in the elderly

receiving drug therapy. Latin America has participated in several antihypertensive treatment trials.76,77 In a well-controlled study, the

In the elderly patient, ABPM is particularly useful, given that in the elderly BP is characterized by a greater variability. In fact, periods of elevated BP levels can be followed by periods of low BP levels, which

Box 4 Abnormal BP patterns over 24 hours identified by using ABPM. modified from O’Brien et al28
by permission

may represent a manifestation of autonomic neural system dysfunction,

• Daytime hypertension

age, the increase in SBP is often accompanied by a reduction in diastolic

• Siesta dipping/post-prandial hypotension
• Nocturnal hypertension
• Dipping status
• Morning hypertension and morning blood pressure
surge
• Obstructive sleep apnea
• Increased blood pressure variability

characterized by a reduced sensitivity of the arterial baroreflex, often
associated with increased arterial stiffness. Systolic blood pressure
(SBP) tends to increase in the course of life, and toward 60-70 years of
blood pressure (DBP), with the resulting increase in pulse pressure. In
the elderly, an increased 24-hour SBP is associated with increased cardiovascular risk, in particular with stroke and less with coronary disease.83
The nocturnal fall decreases with increasing age so it is more
common to find non-dippers or risers among elderly individuals,
which has been associated with cognitive as well as autonomic dysfunction. It should be considered, however, that in the elderly sleep
quality may be affected by concomitant conditions such as sleep

|
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apnea, prostatic hypertrophy, or sleep fragmentation, which makes
the clinical interpretation of a non-dipping pattern more difficult.

2
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heart rate is reduced. Pulse pressure (an indicator of arterial stiffness) is frequently increased. Because of the enhanced BP variability,
it is particularly important in diabetes to evaluate the effectiveness
of antihypertensive treatment all over the 24 hours and in particular

6.4 | Hypertension in children and adolescents

during night time. Oscillometric devices for ABPM would need to be
separately validated in diabetic patients, due to the increased arterial

It is increasingly recognized that the ABPM is essential for the diagno-

stiffness. The possible need of considering different thresholds for

sis of hypertension in this age group, since BP variability is greater in

diagnosing hypertension with ABPM as well as different treatment

these young individuals. ABPM can be particularly useful to identify

goals in this condition has not been definitely clarified. 27,88,89

white coat hypertension, which has been reported to have a highly
variable prevalence, from 0.6% to 32%. In this age range, masked hypertension has been reported to be particularly frequent, its preva-

6.6.2 | Stroke

lence ranging from 7.6% to 15%, being more frequent in young obese
individuals and being suggested to carry the same cardiovascular risk

ABPM can be useful both in monitoring the acute hemodynamic ef-

as sustained hypertension.84 Masked hypertension may be character-

fects of ischemic and hemorrhagic stroke and in predicting outcome

ized by nocturnal hypertension in young subjects with type 1 diabetes

in stroke survivors. A frequent finding in stroke patients is the loss of

mellitus, an association which has been reported to be frequently ac-

nocturnal BP dipping, which may lead to worse target organ damage

companied by the development of microalbuminuria. ABPM in chil-

and facilitate recurrent stroke. Moreover, BP recorded during sleep or in

dren and adolescents should be performed by using an appropriate

the early morning is more predictive of first or recurring stroke events

cuff size and devices validated for this age range.85 Reference thresh-

than daytime SBP, especially in the elderly.90 Conventional BP measure-

old values to diagnose hypertension with ABPM in children and ado-

ments, therefore, should be coupled with out-of-office BP monitoring,

lescents are reported in Table 4, as a function of age and height.

84,86

in particular with ABPM to precisely identify the above changes in BP
over 24h. There are limited data on alterations of the circadian BP profile

6.5 | Hypertension in pregnancy

in acute stroke patients. Both hypertensive and normotensive patients
have been shown to display similarly increased prevalence of abnormal
circadian rhythm of SBP, with more frequent non-dipping and reverse

The use of ABPM in pregnancy is especially useful to detect white coat

dipping patterns when assessed with repeated ABPM.91 The possible

hypertension (which may occur in up to one third of these patients). In

occurrence of differences in the ABPM profile in acute stroke subtypes

40% of cases, pregnant women can develop gestational hypertension,

of different etiology, which might have implications for the optimal

and ABPM has been reported to better predict the risk of developing

management of post-stroke hypertension, has also been reported.92

proteinuric hypertension. In 60% of pregnancies, nocturnal hyperten-

Moreover, there is evidence of a close association between stroke and

sion could be observed, and its prevalence is higher in patients with

increased 24-h BP variability. An increase in short-term BP variability

preeclampsia than in those with gestational hypertension.87 Among

and in morning BP surge may indeed increase the risk of stroke and car-

patients with chronic hypertension who become pregnant, nearly

diovascular events.93 In summary, both hypertensive and normotensive

50% have no nocturnal decline in BP. Reference BP values for 24-h

survivors of stroke frequently develop a chronic disruption of circadian

ABPM according to gestational age can be seen in Table 5.

BP patterns, which can vary with the stroke type. Preservation of nocturnal BP dipping and of a physiological circadian pattern of BP may

6.6 | Hypertension in high-risk patients
6.6.1 | Diabetes

have a protective effect on cerebral circulation in patients with ischemic
stroke. Also, the modulation of short-term BP variability by treatment
may be beneficial in stroke patients, but the actual value of pharmacologic interventions aimed at maintaining the physiological dipping phenomena and in modulating short-term BP variability after acute stroke

The use of ABPM in diabetic patients is particularly important since

has yet to be explored in large randomized controlled trials.94

the phenomenon of non-dipping or nocturnal hypertension is more
common in this condition. A non-dipping pattern may reflect autonomic dysfunction, but its presence may be due to other pathoge-

6.6.3 | Coronary heart disease

netic factors such as obstructive sleep apnea, also frequent in the
obese diabetic patient. 27 Masked hypertension is common in diabetic

Only a few studies have addressed the usefulness of ABPM in pa-

patients, with a prevalence up to 50% during both day and night peri-

tients with coronary heart disease. In most cases, a significant rela-

ods. In diabetes, BP variability over 24 hours is increased and may be a

tionship was found between coronary heart disease prevalence and

marker of autonomic neuropathy, which can also cause post-prandial

either non-dipping or increased ambulatory pulse pressure. ABPM

hypotension (a BP decrease after a meal, which can be even greater

can also be useful in predicting prognosis in patients with coronary

than the nocturnal BP fall). For the same reason, the variability of

heart disease and hypertension.95
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Reference ambulatory blood pressure values for children and adolescents. Modified from O’Brien et al 28 by permission
Boys

Girls

Day
Height (cm)

90th

Night
95th

90th

Day
95th

90th

Night
95th

90th

95th

120

122/80

125/82

103/61

106/63

118/80

120/82

103/63

106/65

125

122/80

125/82

105/61

108/63

119/80

121/82

104/63

107/66

130

122/80

126/82

106/62

110/64

120/80

122/82

106/63

108/66

135

123/80

126/82

108/63

111/65

120/80

123/82

107/63

109/66

140

123/80

126/82

109/63

113/65

121/80

124/82

108/63

110/66

145

124/79

127/81

111/64

114/66

123/80

125/82

109/63

112/66

150

125/79

128/81

112/64

116/66

124/80

126/80

110/63

113/66

155

127/79

130/81

113/64

117/66

125/80

128/82

111/63

114/66

160

129/79

133/81

114/64

118/66

126/80

129/82

111/63

114/66

165

132/80

135/82

116/64

119/66

127/80

130/82

112/63

114/66

170

134/80

138/82

117/64

121/66

128/80

131/82

112/67

115/71

175

136/81

140/83

119/64

122/66

129/81

131/82

113/63

115/66

180

138/81

142/83

120/64

124/66

---

---

---

---

185

140/81

144/84

122/66

125/66

---

---

---

---

Note: Height in cm; 90th and 95th refer to percentiles; blood pressure values are in mmHg. Day and night refer to daytime periods.

6.6.4 | Chronic kidney disease

dialysis interval. In patients under peritoneal dialysis, the same diagnostic thresholds (130/80 mmHg) are considered over 24 h.101

There is a direct correlation between the level of BP and cardiovascular risk (CVR), mortality, and progression of kidney damage in
patients with renal failure, so a strict BP control over 24 hours is

6.6.5 | Obesity

required. Indeed, these patients have frequent disturbances of circadian BP profile: About 50% have no nocturnal dipping in BP, a preva-

Obesity is associated with higher levels of BP. This is often due to

lence which can increase up to 80% in those with stage 5, chronic

the high prevalence of obstructive sleep apnea, that may be present

kidney disease. In 28%-35% of renal patients, white coat hyperten-

since childhood and adolescence in case of obesity, 27,69 and which

sion has been reported to occur, while the prevalence of masked

may be largely responsible for an increased prevalence of nocturnal

hypertension is around 26%-34%. In patients on a dialysis program,

BP non-dipping or rising, with the possibility of isolated nocturnal

the intravascular volume at the end of dialysis is significantly re-

hypertension. 27,69 Increased 24-h ABP is also associated with mark-

duced, while it undergoes a progressive increase in the inter-dialysis

ers of vascular aging such as arterial stiffness, central hypertension,

period, leading to significant fluctuations in BP, both in adults and

and carotid intima-media thickness,102 and represents a risk factor

in children with end-stage renal disease. In chronic kidney disease,

for the occurrence of resistant hypertension and a worsen patients’

nocturnal BP has been shown to be a better predictor of fatal and

quality of life.79

nonfatal cardiovascular events than daytime BP, the pattern of nondipping being associated with the development of microalbuminuria,
increased proteinuria, decreased renal function, worse renal prog-

6.6.6 | Arrhythmias

nosis, and left ventricular hypertrophy. Given its ability to evaluate these phenomena, ABPM has been reported to be superior to

There is poor information on the use of ABPM in patients with ar-

conventional clinic BP measurements in assessing the increased risk

rhythmias, especially atrial fibrillation. However, when heart rate

96-99

Even more, the addi-

is controlled by treatment, ABPM seems to be useful and reliable,

tion of eGFR to cardiovascular risk prediction models adds very little

given that the proportion of erroneous readings, the degree of BP

beyond 24-hour ABPM.100 In patients under dialysis, out-of-office

variability, and repeatability of the ABPM-derived parameters do

blood pressure measurement is recommended for diagnosis and risk

not appear to be different from those obtained in patients with sinus

associated with altered 24-h BP patterns.

101

Diagnostic thresholds are an average blood pres-

rhythm. However, it has been found that 24-h DBP may be slightly

sure equal or superior to 130/80 mmHg over 24-h monitoring dur-

higher than DBP measured with conventional measurement and

ing a mid-week day free of hemodialysis. Whenever feasible, ABPM

even than ambulatory DBP obtained when ABPM is repeated with

should be extended to 44 h, that is covering a whole mid-week

the patient in sinus rhythm. 27

stratification.

|
7 | A B PM R EG I S TR I E S
47-77 (72)

85-131 (123)

31-40
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7.1 | ARTEMIS registry
The ARTEMIS (International Ambulatory blood pressure Registry:
a worldwide registry endorsed by the ESH and is the first interna-

46-76 (68)

87-125 (117)

26-30

Night

Tele Monitoring of hypertension and cardiovascular rISk project) is
tional registry of ABPM aimed at assessing the actual degree of BP
and cardiovascular risk control of hypertensive patients followed
by doctors in many countries (www.artemisnet.org). Objectives are
the creation of a worldwide network of centers performing ABPM

46-68 (66)

88-120 (114)

18-22

recordings, and the collection of a large amount of clinical data in
patients from different countries and continents, in whom basic
clinical information is available as well as at least one ABPM fulfilling
predefined criteria. Creation of this registry has favored the design
and initiation of a series of research studies focusing on ABPM and
based on the collected dataset; the promotion of the application of

50-64 (64)

93-109 (110)

9-17

Day

Sleep

ABPM in clinical practice; and the dissemination of knowledge on its
correct use and interpretation. Finally, the ARTEMIS registry has favored an active collaboration among international scientific societies
in their activities related to ABPM, in particular in the preparation
of recommendations for ABPM use in clinical and research settings.
The registry was launched in 2010, with a two-step approach. A first

57-85 (82)

103-136 (131)

31-40

phase has collected data from approximately 10.000 patients from
38 countries in five continents (Europe, America, Asia, Oceania, and
Africa). Preliminary results provide interesting comparative information on hypertension phenotypes in treated and untreated patients attending hypertension clinics worldwide. In particular, white
coat hypertension was found more common in untreated patients,

56-84 (78)

97-133 (128)

26-30

Night

whereas masked uncontrolled hypertension was more common in
treated patients. In addition, significantly higher prevalence of sustained hypertension was observed in clinics in Europe and South
America than in Asia and Oceania. A second phase using a dedicated
Web-based multilingual telemedicine system will allow collection of
data from patients having consecutive ABPMs. An important ob-

56-78 (76)

96-127 (126)

18-22

servation recently published showed a high prevalence of masked
hypertension in Latin America.103,104 The ARTEMIS registry has recently evolved into the MASTER study, a multinational randomized
intervention trial aimed at investigating whether there is any difference in the impact on outcome in patients with masked uncontrolled
hypertension of a management based on office BP rather than on
60-71 (73)

101-118 (121)

9-17

7.2 | IDACO registry

DBP Upper normal
value

SBP Upper normal
value

In 2007, an international consortium of investigators started conGestational age

Day

ambulatory BP monitoring.69

24h

TA B L E 5 Ambulatory blood pressure monitoring values according to gestational age (blood pressure range with upper normal value in parentheses). Modified from O’Brien et al 28 by
permission

SANCHEZ et al.

structing the International Database of Ambulatory Blood Pressure
in relation to Cardiovascular Outcome (IDACO) including prospective population-based studies reporting fatal as well as nonfatal
outcomes.105 The database currently includes 12.854 participants
recruited in 12 countries from three continents. Latin America made
an important participation. 21,106,107 Articles published so far have

14
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contributed to determine ABPM thresholds based on 10 years of
108

cardiovascular risk,

reported the prognostic superiority of day-

time ambulatory over conventional blood pressure,68 and demon-

13.

strated that although the absolute cardiovascular risk is lower in
women than it is in men, the relationship between the risk of a cardiovascular event and the ambulatory BP is stronger in women than
men.108 In population-based cohorts, both diabetes mellitus and the

14.

ambulatory BP contributed equally to the risk of cardiovascular complications without evidence for a synergistic effect.109,110
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